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Gossip 1 A Novel By
The author of the 'Gossip Girl' books offers her take on the reboot and the right-off-the-bat twist no fan—herself included—saw coming.
Cecily Von Ziegesar Is Glad the 'Gossip Girl' 2.0 Characters 'Give a Sh*t'
Gossip Girl knows that a person's most intimate relationship is the one they have with their phone. The original series, which ran from 2007 to 2012, aired
amid the cultural boom of apps like Twitter ...
“Gossip Girl” Stars Have a Love/Hate Relationship With Social Media
They gave me a giant book to look through. I had never heard of 'Gossip Girl,' but I knew I was interested in costume design, so I took a shot. The number
that I called turned out to be Sami ...
'Gossip Girl' 1.0 Created a New Class of Fashion-Fueled Costume Designers
Warning: This article contains spoilers for HBO Max’s Gossip Girl. They say culture repeats on a 20-year cycle: the 1990s brought back the bellbottoms
and funky patterns of the 1970s, the 2010s saw ...
The 'Gossip Girl' Reboot's Shallow Take on 2000s Culture Is Given Away by Their Choice of Gossip Girl
Blair shuts down Chuck's suggestion exclaiming: "No, her head's always in a book. She doesn ... we have a very niche and loose Gossip Girl reference but it
100% matters. 1. Alec Baldwin There ...
All of the Original 'Gossip Girl' Easter Eggs Hidden in the Reboot
This post contains spoilers for Gossip Girl "She’s Having a Maybe © Provided by WhatToWatch Tavi Gevinson in Gossip Girl Read our latest review
here. The Gossip ...
‘Gossip Girl’ 1.02 Review: She’s Having a Maybe
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who was an executive producer and writer on the original show based on Cecily von Ziegesar’s novel series of the same name, told TheWrap. HBO Max’s
“Gossip Girl” explores just how much ...
How HBO Max’s ‘Gossip Girl’ Rebooted a World of Chuck and Blair ‘Archetypes’ Without Making Carbon Copies
Almost a decade after the original iteration ended, Gossip Girl is back — bringing with it a new generation of Manhattan private schoolers whose wildly
dramatic social lives are being spied on by an ...
The new Gossip Girl is very queer — and very Canadian
"How can people believe any of the books discussing Mrs. Trump’s life? Stories about her are idle gossip, many of which are misleading, and only some
the truth. Writers have no credibility. Books are ...
Melania Trump's office says books about her life are 'idle gossip'
Before it was an award-winning television show on the CW, Gossip Girl originally grew to fame in the form of a book series. In 2002 Cecily von
Ziegesar’s Gossip Girl was released, and it would ...
‘Gossip Girl’: What Is Emily Alyn Lind’s Net Worth?
Later in the episode, Dan is the first person to show up at the bar when Serena texts Gossip Girl to meet her there. Plus, Dan's whole Inside novel is
basically Gossip Girl on paper. I know a lot ...
Hot Take: The Reveal of Gossip Girl on the Original Show Actually Made Total Sense
(It circled the 1 percent in more ways than one ... compares Gossip Girl’s original posts to a lost Edith Wharton novel. In another, she says of the Gossip
Girl voice, “It’s like if ...
New York, ‘Gossip Girl’ Loves You, Again
Taking a page from the original Gossip Girl's book, the teachers realize they need to find the next Serena and Blair to keep the drama interesting and
eventually set their sights on a rivalry ...
In a Major Twist, the Identity of Gossip Girl Gets Revealed in the First Episode of the Reboot
If anyone was going to love the Gossip Girl reboot, it was going to be me. I was a teenager when the original show aired, roughly the same age as Blair,
Serena et al. The high school I attended ...
Gossip Girl was absurd and over the top – the reboot is just weird
Based on Cecily von Ziegesar’s book series ... final reveal that Dan is Gossip Girl is rightly mocked), it is impossible to deny its influence or how Season 1
is truly that girl.
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‘Gossip Girl’ 1.01 Review: Just Another Girl on the MTA
Both AMD and Nvidia’s next-gen flagship graphics cards could be seriously power-hungry, at least if the latest gossip from the grapevine proves to be true.
3DCenter has been on another ...
AMD and Nvidia next-gen flagship GPUs could force you into a PSU upgrade
Season 1 Episode 4 put the two sisters against one another repeatedly, but it was nastier than before. By the end, they were bonded for life, and all the
tension seemed choked out of the narrative, to ...
Gossip Girl Season 1 Episode 4 Review: Fire Walks With Z
so much has changed since the finale that it’s entirely reasonable to ask whether Gossip Girl, as a concept, even makes sense in 2021. Rather than trying to
reconcile antipathy toward the 1 ...
Does ‘Gossip Girl’ Even Make Sense in 2021?
Good morning, and welcome to the L.A. Times Book Club newsletter. Rodrigo Garcia joined the book club Thursday night. He talked about writing
screenplays, helping his Nobel Prize-winning father ...
Book Club newsletter: A filmmaker’s farewell to his beloved parents
Full disclosure: I watched every single episode of the original Gossip Girl, from the pilot to ... the similar outsider-insider character from GG Mark 1.)
Monet (Savannah Lee Smith) is an asshole ...
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